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Introduction

Observations of the Kleinmann-Low region of the Orion Nebula in the
wavelength range from 1 to 13um have been known, for some time, to reveal
significant polarization (Loer, Allen and D yck 1973, Breger and Hardorp 1973,
Dyck et al., 1973, and Dyck and Beichman 1974). Our group at Cornell Uni-
versity therefore decided to search for polarization at wavelengths greater
then 15u. One paper giving our results has already appeared in print (Gull
et a]., 1978, hereafter Paper I, and references therein; see Appendix).
These early observations were consistent with minimal (`- 2':) polarization
in the far infrared. More recent results that are being prepared for pub-
lication show greater sensitivity, but persistently low polarization.

The 1 - 13um polarization (up to 'Q6'. at 1.6u and 1,15% at 10um at
position angles of x,85 - 115°) is believed to be due to absorption by
aligned grains; a summary of theoretical models was presented by Dennison
(1977), who had participated in some of the earliest observations while a
student at Cornell. The detection of the absorption-induced polarization
from a region where the optical depth is Tg.7,,jm ti3 and the polarization is
about 15% at 87° suggested the strong possibility that one might expect a
polarization of ` 5e at an orthogonal angle of 1 -3° (117°) from the thermal
amiss=on by the grains at T^>40um^ll. In this final report we present our
most recent, thus far unpublished, observations bearing on the question of
this long wavelength polarization.

Observations

During Febr,-ar-7 1978 we carried out far infrared polarization measure-
ments on a number of sources using the instrument described in ?aper I
mounted at the bent cassegrain focus of the Ku--'per Airborme Observatory's 90 cm
telesco pe. 3rie.fly, the system utilizes a liquid-He cooled Ge:Ga p'oto-
conductor, four cooled broad band filters (Table I, from ?aper I), and a
Cambridge ?hysical Sciences :"odel IG? 223 polarizer. A 4 mm aperture
defined a	 1' beam on the sky, and the telescope's oscillating secondar^
produced two beams separated by 1, 1.9'. About 2 hours of data on Orion
were acquired on each of two flights (16 and 17 Februar-i) comp_^red to the
one hour of data discussed in ?aper I. More careful calibration on Jupiter
(assumed to be unpolarized) were obtained on both nights. (A number of
add ;_tonal objects were studied to var-ling lesser degrees and will be
discussed in a separate paper. These included IRC +10216, the .galaxy M 32,
and two ?: II regions. ?ach of these sources gave a measurable flux in at
'_east one of our bandpasses, and we hope to undertake additional, more
detai'_ed obser,,7at 4 ons of these sources in the fo=re.) ''he data on Orion
and Jupiter f.)r Filters 2-4 are presented in jig. 	 the lower quality
Filter i data appeared random on Orion and Nave been omitted from the
p resent discussion.

Data acquisition procedures were similar to those described in ?aper I
except that during the , ebrsar-7 1978 flights we oversampled by saki.
measurements aver-? 2=.I° instead of the required

0
45 .	 The -_x-)erimenc

was entirel--, automated for these flights in that the on-board _omputer

s-.stzm !;ADA,IS)	 nodded the telescope, rotated the ?olarizer.	 and 'candled
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all of the data acquisition and display tasks in-flight. The focal plane
camera was monitored visually for the purpose of making minor guiding
corrections to the computer tracking and to correct for the (small) field
rotation .luring the flight leg. ^s discussed in ?aper I, the signal-to-
noise on each measurement was quita high for filters 2,3, and S (20 or
better for the iata reported here), but the 'level charges between Successive
runs were sometimes as large as 10%. (This is still in contrast to the
much larger variations reported in ?apex I.) Thus, it is the problem of
drifts, believed to be due to changes in the atmospheric transmission,
that 'introduces the largest uncertainty into the results.

Results

Niter subtracting the instvamental polarization as measured on
Jupiter and averaging the data -f rom 'both flight; we find the following
polarizations:

Filter 2	 1.=: t ti 1: at 130 19 (28-48um)

Filter 3	 2.2: _	 L at 142° (44-72um)

Filter 4	 L,4'L =	 1 at 126 0 (71-113um)

These become 1.4, 2.4, and 1.0:, respectively, after we compensate for the
polarizer efficiency (?::per I) . Due to the relatively small polarizations
observed, the. angles are not well determined; a reasonable error in angle
is : 15	 Although these detections are all grouped rather closely
together in amplitude and direction, we must recognize that the size of
the scattar, while not randomly distributed around the calibration points,
is of the order of the size of the polarizations under discussion here.
Thus, we must conclude that we have an accuracy of	 1: and that our
results are consistent with no polarization at Longer wavelengths. One
should bear in mind that the KAO is not specifically designed for polar-
ization obserlations and that the bent cassegrain configuration, the
dichroic beamsplitter, and rae _far infrared filters and windows can all
introduce some polarization. However, the results presented here suggest
chat for sources observed with comparable S/N even an instrumental
polarization as 'large as ours can be subtracted out to give meani.^gful
results (for>lo source polarization levels).

Discussion

In ?apex I we gave a number of possible zYplanations that could
reconcile the high polarization observed by 3eic ,=ann and Dyck at 10 u
with the far lower ocLarization we obserre. These are i) gas and dust
=a ,, be in turbulent motion in ``:e Klainmann-Low Vebula, with on!,, the
surface 'layers opaque to shorter wavelength radiation non-turbulent.
ii) The interior of the Nt.bula may be in thermal equilibrium locally
between ,as and dust. Iu that case there is no ::eat engine tat drives
alisrment of;rains even in the presence of substantial magnet

i
c fields.

iii) The direction of the magnetic Meld may change t rcughout the cloud,
so that a Line of sight through the cloud encounters almost randomly
oriented grains. _ i.^.ally, --he  `7ebula ma y be ootical " y =hi. k at the •aave-
lengths observed--a result which is consistent with the i3eat;.':^^ of bright-
ness and color tamperacsre in the `nebula at far in.-tared wavelengths.
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The only observations inconsistent with this last explanation are 45u obser-
vations by Papoular et al. (1978), who claimed that exci!ss radiation in a
broad band at 45:: should be associated with emission by amorphous ice grains.
If these grains were aligned, we would have expected enhanced polarization
at these wavelengths above the level calculated earlier from the Mim obser-
vations. Again, if their identification is correct, this would suggest the
grains are not aligned.
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APPENDIX

"Far-Infrared Polarization of the Kleinmann-Low Nebula in Orion"

G. E. Gull, J. R. Houck, J. F. McCarthy, W. J. Forrest and M. Harwit
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